Dielectric constants of simple liquids: stockmayer and ellipsoidal fluids.
Coarse-grained models of molecular interactions are of interest because they convey the essence of molecular interactions in simple and easy to understand form. However, coarse-grained models fail to adequately predict some material properties, such as the failure of the Stockmayer model to reproduce the dielectric behavior of highly polar liquids. We examine the behavior of the Stockmayer fluid over a range of dipole densities that covers known organic solvents, as well as that of an ellipsoidal Stockmayer-like fluid, using NVT rigid-body Monte Carlo simulations. Both fluids are examined under different electrostatic boundary conditions and ensemble sizes. While the Stockmayer model predicts that liquids of similar dipole density to acetonitrile would be ferroelectric and have a dielectric constant far higher than shown by experiment, the ellipsoidal model provides a better accounting of dielectric behavior. This result bodes well for the use of coarse-grained solvent models for large-scale simulations.